HOW TO SELECT
A SECURITY-BASED
MESSAGING PARTNER
Six key features to consider when
choosing a mission-critical messaging
partner for your business.

MESSAGING MEANS BUSINESS
Text messaging (or SMS) is a key part of business operations for companies in virtually every industry, worldwide. The reality today is that all new online accounts or
downloaded mobile apps requiring a user to log in are susceptible to fraudulent activity. Sending mission-critical, security messages like two-factor authentication codes,
transaction verifications and password resets – on a global scale – demands both real-time monitoring and troubleshooting. It’s important for businesses to consider
a solution provider with a solid infrastructure and dedicated, experienced operational resources. A strategic focus is needed when addressing delivery problems when
they occur – and they will occur.

Businesses today need to partner with a solution provider that has a proven global infrastructure and operations to optimize delivery routes and minimize message latency.
This eGuide will outline six key features to consider when selecting a mission-critical messaging partner for your business.

PHONE NUMBER
INTELLIGENCE
Leading Web properties are choosing to work with an SMS partner that gathers
intelligence about the phone number that a message is being sent to because
they see dramatic improvements in deliverability when this data exists. The data
also plays a key role in improving account security and mitigating online fraud.
Mobile Identity is a concept that allows organizations to verify a unique identity for
each legitimate user through a combination of the user’s mobile number, device
and behavior. Most generic SMS API services do not gather the data attributes
necessary to define the Mobile Identity of the user attached to each phone
number. This leaves companies vulnerable to security and deliverability issues.

Security Issues
Verifying users in real time through phone-based verification via SMS is extremely
important in preventing fraud and securing accounts from compromise. When
selecting an SMS provider, organizations need to ensure that there is a process in
place during registration that can identify high-risk phone numbers. This helps to
prevent fraudulent and bulk account creation.

Deliverability Issues
Access to this data also allows for phone-number cleansing (correcting improperly
formatted phone numbers to adhere to international dialing standards) and the
identification of invalid phone numbers and SMS-enabled phones (if you are
sending SMS messages to a landline or a non-SMS-enabled phone, the SMS will
simply not get there).
Collectively, these two issues have a big impact on deliverability and user
experience.

NO MIXED TRAFFIC
SMS messages for 2FA and transaction verification security are considered
“mission-critical” or “usergenerated” messaging. Mixing these with someone
else’s marketing messages – pumping them through the same pipe – can stall
or prevent their delivery since every provider only has finite amount of capacity
available.
Operators may shut down certain routes if they suspect spam. Countries have
different regulations that complicate deliverability. Further, within some markets,
marketing messages can only be sent during specified time periods (e.g., between
9:00am to 9:00pm), while mission-critical messages can be sent any time. But,
to have your messages classified as “mission-critical,” your SMS traffic must be
vetted and deemed allowable. Companies risk hefty fines if they send marketing
messages outside of these designated windows. In fact, some operators will
require their clients to sign liability waivers attesting to the type of traffic being
sent.
Security messaging requires the highest level of on-time de iverability because
of what’s at stake. If messages are not delivered on time, your customers cannot
access their accounts and you may lose the opportunity for a new registration –
your customers’ identities, your brand and even your downstream revenues are
at risk.

EXPERIENCED AND
RELIABLE SUPPORT
Although API integration is usually pretty straightforward, support is key when
troubleshooting delivery issues. Support costs from generic API services are
frequently overlooked and more expensive than anticipated. These API services
often include free email support during business hours, but often to do not offer
any support outside of business hours or charge exorbitant fees for extended
support hours.
When you are experiencing delivery issues, you need proactive guidance from
a support agent who is well-versed in the nuances of global SMS delivery. It is
important to receive guidance about any delivery problems your company is facing
and how these issues are being resolved.

Here are some good questions to ask a potential SMS partner:
1.

Do you charge on a monthly or a per-incident basis?

2.

Do you offer 24x7 support at no additional cost?

3.

Do you offer integration (onboarding) support?

4.

Do you offer proactive alerting or access to a client portal?

5.

Do you offer Service Level Agreements (SLAs) and Service Level Objectives
(SLOs) that ensure agreed upon uptime, technical support response times?

ACCURATE DELIVERY
(AND COMPLETION)
REPORTS
SMS delivery is not guaranteed. In fact, various studies have shown that around 1
percent to 5 percent of messages are lost entirely, even during normal conditions, and
others may not be delivered until long after their relevance has passed. Consequently, it’s
vital to measure delivery rates, especially if those messages are mission-critical, like 2FA.
Most SMS providers allow you to process delivery receipts to determine the status
of the message (i.e. delivered, failed, expired, etc.), but some carriers don’t provide
delivery confirmations, or provide them sporadically, and often there is an incremental
charge for providing delivery receipts.
Moreover, published delivery rates are usually defined as “delivered to gateway,” which
more or less means: “We sent the message.” But, there’s a lot that can happen to a
message when it’s en route. Additionally, there have been documented cases where
providers published fake delivery reports that confirmed a message was delivered
when, in fact, it never was.
Consumer frustration is just one side-effect to issues with delivery. Undelivered SMS
messages are also quite costly. Companies are charged for every SMS sent, even if
some of those messages don’t get delivered. While individual SMS messages cost just
pennies to send, companies who send large volumes of SMS messages on a daily basis
may end up paying tens of thousands of dollars for undelivered messages and never
once get alerted.
For messages that positively, absolutely have to get to your end users, finding a vendor
that will work with you to optimize true delivery rates is vital.
Moreover, in the world of phone-based authentication, companies should capture
completion rates instead of relying on delivery receipts. The completion rate is the
number of successful authentications (where the user correctly inputted the one-time
passcode) divided by the number of messages sent. Since authentication messages
include one-time passcodes that the end-user has to enter into the website, companies
can capture actual completion rates.

OPERATIONAL
EXCELLENCE
For companies relying on SMS for user-initiated or authentication and verification
messaging, operational investments have to be made to ensure that messages
are consistently and reliably delivered. These investments are usually not baked
into most SMS API services, but come standard with most mission-critical
messaging services. These investments take a variety of forms, but generally
include automated failovers, custom reporting and alerting, dedicated SWAT
teams and managing short and long codes.

Automated failovers
An automated systems architecture is required to proactively switch over to alternative
SMS or voice-based delivery routes to operators in real time if performance degrades
– as opposed to waiting for a large amount of SMS messages to fail before making
a change. Individual messages should be retried through one or more routes in
response to failures, delays or other network conditions.

Custom reporting and alerting
Customers increasingly require 24x7 access to transaction history, billing activity
and traffic reporting. In addition, real-time alerting can notify customers when traffic
patterns materially change from benchmark norms.

Dedicated SWAT teams
When there is a persistent issue with a specific route or carrier, a Message Assurance
Team can isolate the problem, identify trends and course-correct – often before the
operators themselves identify the problem.

Managing Short and Long Codes
The right blend of short codes and long codes will depend on the use case, the
markets, the mobile operator, the volume of messages and a variety of other variables.
Generic API services generally relegate this management to the customer while full
service messaging solutions assume this complexity and oversight.

END-USER FOCUS
For 2FA and many other enterprise use cases, you need the entire experience to
integrate seamlessly into your website and provide straightforward instructions
how the verification process works. A full-service messaging service can provide
UX/UI best practices that, when implemented, minimize friction and end-user
frustration. These best practices include:

Localization
It is a far better and a more personal experience if you can deliver SMS messages in
your customers’ native languages and dialects.

Message Encoding
Double-byte characters need to be encoded to arrive in the proper format. Unicode
has become a universal standard for message encoding, but it still needs to be
translated into a protocol that handsets understand.

Long SMS and Smart Message Splitting
When splitting a long SMS message, the provider should not break critical pieces of
information like urls and email addresses, ensuring messages are delivered and viewed
appropriately for each the market.

End-user Education and Adoption
Companies deploying 2FA need to develop a compelling messaging strategy to
educate their customers about the process. When users understand that these extra
precautions are in place to protect their accounts, transactions and identities, your
brand can be enhanced

Offering a Voice Option
In certain countries, voice messages may be more reliable than SMS. voice call may be
the only way to reach most users in these markets.

Transaction Workflows
A dedicated Client Services team can pay big dividends by creating integration
workflows for successful internal rollouts.
For mission-critical or user-generated messaging, thinking through the user experience
will reap tangible benefits in terms of brand reputation, increased registrations and
customer retention.

SUMMARY AND
CONCLUSIONS
The best way to leverage the value that comes with using SMS for end-user account security is to choose a provider that specializes in sending mission-critical messages
like 2FA codes, transaction verification alerts and password resets – on a global scale.

At TeleSign, we are helping customers secure more than 3.5 billion end user accounts worldwide from compromise. With a secure messaging infrastructure that is
supported by a vast global team in carrier operations, research & development and technical support, we are the leading global provider of SMS for account security.
We address all key features to consider when selecting a mission-critical messaging partner for your business with a commitment to:
•

Providing mobile data associated with a phone number and phone number cleansing services to boost deliverability

•

Sending ONLY mission-critical messaging and not commingling traffic with low-quality, high-volume marketing messages

•

Supporting customers and developers, 24x7x365, at no additional expense with experienced messaging professionals

•

Isolating and troubleshooting delivery issues (and looking at completion rates) rather than relying solely on delivery receipts at face value

•

Providing crucial services to optimize global message delivery

•

Focusing on the customer experience with intuitive website and app integration services, localized messaging and encoding and multiple
messages modes (SMS, voice and push notification)

To learn more about the value we can bring to your business
communication needs, please contact us.

www.telesign.com

@TeleSign

linkedin.com/company/telesign

TeleSign is the leader in Mobile Identity solutions, helping customers secure more than 3.5 billion end user accounts worldwide and prevent registration fraud,
while improving user experience and managing costs. TeleSign delivers account security and fraud prevention with two-factor authentication (2FA) based on
each user’s Mobile Identity (phone number, device and behavior) and driven by real-time, global intelligence, including reputation scoring and device data.
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